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ABSTRACT a pdf [5]. The pdf of speech is in fact super-Gaussian [2, 6], but it

In this paper, we address an adaptive beamfoi-ining application in becomes closer to Gaussian when the speech is corrupted by noise
realistic acoustic conditions. After the position of a speaker is es- or reverberation. Hence in adjusting the active weight vector of therealistic cousticcnditions, fter the osition ofa speakeris esti- SC to provide a signal with the highest possible negentropy it is

mated by a speaker tracking system, we construct a subband-domain . t ro r

beamformer in generalized sidelobe canceller (GSC) configuration. possible to remove or suppress noise and reverberation. For calcu-
lating negentropy, we consider the F and the generalized Gaussian

In contrast to conventional practice, we then optimi1ze the alctive (G)pf.AtrM emonn eisips-itrn spr
weight vectors of the GSC so as to obtain an output signal with max- fGG) pdfs. After MNbeamfontseg,Zelbrske post-filtervi g is per-
imum negentropy (MN). This implies the beamformer output should redem srather effetienesso ou proposesdutecnoiqethog
beasnnGusa spsil. For cacltn neetoy weco-

Ve delmonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed technique throughbe as non-Geaussian aspG negentopyew n- a series of far-field ASR experiments on the Multi-Channel Wall
sider the F and the generalized Gaussian (GG) pdfs. After M= Sre ora daV a opi M-S-V 1 opso
beamforming, Zeliuski post-filtering is performed to further enhance . .A

th speech byremovingresidualnoise. Our beamfom.ngalgorithm multi-modal data captured with real far-field sensors, in a realisticthe speech by removing residual noise. Our beamformmig algorithm acusi eniomn,adwihra.paes
can suppress noise and reverberation without the signal cancellation a Ti environethan woit orealisedaks.
problems encountered in the conventional adaptive beamforming al- The balance of this work is organized as follows. Section 2
gorithms. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed tech- describes the characteristics of super-Gaussian pdfs and illustrates
nique througha seieff fa-ield atomti speh recognition.............cx-.. that subband sa1mples ofclean speech are super-Gaussian distributed.
periments on the Multi-ChannelWafi l Street Journcl Auidio ns ia Speech corrupted with noise or reverberation, however, becomesperiments-onthe Multi-Channel Wall Street Jurealu Ati1odat the more nearly Gaussian distributed. Section 3 reviews the definitionCorp i (MC-WSJ-AV). On the MC-WSJ-AV evaluatonof the neentro. In Section 4 we discuss our maximum negen-delay-and-sumn beamformer with post-filtering achieved a word error ftengenrp InSc1n4 edsus' a1unngn
rate (WERa of 16.5s MN beamformingwithpthe F pdf achieed a tropy beamforming criterion and derive the objective functions for1roat(WER) of

which wa f earru t 3with the GGpcvdfa estimating the active weight vectors. Thereafter we comment on the
wher%WEastheim day-and-sum beamformer p ided a WRf, fact that the proposed algorithm, unlike conventional beamformers

17 8a np does not suffer from the signal cancellation problem. In Section 5,we present the results of far-field automatic speech recognition ex-
Index Terms- microphone arrays, speech recognition periments. Finally in Section 6 we present our conclusions and

1. INTRODUCTION
plans for future work,

There has been great interest in microphone array processing for 2. MODELING SUBBAND SAMPLES OF SPEECH WITH
hands-free automatic speech recognition (ASR) [1, 2]. A conven- SUPER-GAUSSIAN PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS
tional beamformer in generalized sidelobe canceller (GSC) configu-
ration is stiuctured such that the direct signal from a desired direction The facti th te pdf of speech is super-Gaussian has often been re-
is undistorted [3 § 14.5]. Subject to this distortionlessconstraint the ported intheiterature [2d6]. Noise, onthe othervhand isumore
total output power of the beamformer is minimized through the ad- nearly Gaussian-distributed, The pdf of the sum of even two super-
justment of an active weight vector, which effectively places a null Gaussian random variables will be more nearly Gaussian than either
on any source of interference, but can also lead to undesirable sig- of the two original sources. Based on this observation, we hope
nal cancellation [4]. To avoid the latter, the adaptation of the active to remove interference signals and extract a target speech signal by
weight vector is typically halted whenever the desired source is ac- making the pdfofthe beamformer's output as super-Gaussian as pos-
tive. sible.

In this work, we consider negentropy as a criterion for estimating A plot of the likelihood of the Gaussian and four super-Gaussian
the active weight vectors in a GSC. Negentropy indicates how far a univariate pdfs is provided in Fig. 1, where the parameters of the GG
probability density function (pdf) of a particular signal is from Gaus- pdfs are estimated from the actual speech data. From the figure, it
sian. In other words, it represents the degree of super-Gaussianity of is clear that the Laplace, Ko, F and GG pdfs, exhibit the "spikey"

and "heavy-tailed" characteristics that are typical of super-Gaussian
This work was supported by the European Union (EU) under the in- pdfs. Fig. 1 also shows the histograrm of the real parts of subband

tegrated project AMIDA Augment d Multi-palrM Jntei action with Distance speech samuples. Fig. 2 shows the histogramn of magnitude in the
Acc Bss contract numhcer IST-033812, and hy the Fecdcral Rcpuhlic of Ger- sbaddmi ihapo ftelklho ftepf.I ohfg
malny under the ilntematiolnal research trailning lnetwork IRTG 715 ESanguage subn oanwthaptofhelkiodofheds.Ibthig
Technlology alnd Cognlitive Systems" fu:nded hy the Germanl Research Founl- ures, the clean speech recorded with the close-talking microphone
datioln (DFG). The authors would like to thanlk Barhara Rauch for orgalnizilng (CTM) in the Speech Separation Challenge, Part II (SSC2) develop-
the datahase. mnent set [1] was used for the histogramns, and the parameters of the
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subband components. the subbandKdomain and speechcorruptedbynoise beration.

GG pdf were estimated fromn this developmnent data. It is clear from pendant component alnalysis (ICA). The GG pdf with zero mean for
Fig. 1 and 2 that the distribution of clean speech is not Gaussian but a real-valued rv. y is by definition
super-Gaussian. The figures also suggest that the GG pdf can be 1 _
suitable formodeling speech. PGG(Y) A ex0

Fig. 3 shows histograms of mba nitude of clean speech and noise 2111 1/p)A(p,&) A(p, (1
corrupted speech in the subbbnand domain. Itsis clear froman this figure Fb in 1
that the pdf of the noise corrupted speech has less probability mass where A(p,c) 6=cra(ICA. T (2)
around the center spike but more probability mass in intermediate a u(3/p)j
regions. TsiSandiscates that the pdf of the noise-corrupted signal,whichaslinfactthdel sum f e c a(.) is the gamma function andp is the shape parameter which con-

to Gaussian than that of clean h F 4 h ht of trols how fast the tail of the pdf decays. Note that the GG with p - 1
td speech A and a se W c re correspondstotheLaplacepdf andthatsettingp 2yieldsthecon-

from Fig 4 that the df of reverberated speech is also loser toGaus- ventional Gaussian pdf,whereas in the case ofp -+ 0 the GG pdf

anthan the o n ean s ho Intr t Fig 4 sh that converges to auform distribution
magnitue of1gace easpeechan reereraedspeech We canobsev

vetoa ausa d,whra nte aeo octeG d

the eak of the histogram of thespeechIstshifted from zroto the The differential entropy of the GG pdf for the real-valued r.v. y
right by the effects of reverberation. These observations support the is obtainedwiththehelp of Mathematica [9] as
hypothesis that performing acoustic beamforming to obtain an en- HGG(Y) lp + log [21(I + l/p)A(p, 6')1 (3)
hanced speech signal that is maximally non-Gaussian is an effective
way to suppress the distortions introduced by noise and reverbera- Among several methods for estimating the shape parameter p of
tion. the GG pdf [10], the moment and maximum likelihood (ML) meth-

ods are arguably the most straightforward. In this work we use the
the moment method in order to initialize the parameters of the GG
pdf and then update them with the ML estimate I 0]. The shape

As noted by Brehm and Stammler [8], it is useful to model speech parameters are estimated from training samples offline and are held
as a spherically-invariant random process (SIRP), because such fixed during the adaptation of the active weight vector. The shape
processes are completely characterized by their first and second parameters for each subband are estimated independently, as the op-
order moments, Moreover Brehm and Stammelr [8] noted that timal pdf is frequency-dependent.
the Laplace, K0, and F pdfs can all be represented as Meier G-
functions, which is useful for two reasons. Firstly, this implies that
multivariate pdfs of all orders can be readily derived from the uni- The entropy for a continuous complex-valued r.v. Y which is often
variate pdf. Secondly, such variates can be extended to the case of called the differential entropy is defined as
complex r.v.s which is essential for our current development. Of
the three pdfs derived from the Meijer G-function, we chose to use
the F pdf for the experiments reported in Section 5 as it achieved HY)- py(vlogpy(v)dv -Slogpy(v) (4)
the highest likelihood on the development data [2]. For the r pdf,
the comiplex univariate pdf cannot be expressed in closed foim in where py (.) is the pdf of Y. The entropy of a r.v. indicates how
terms of elementary or even special functions. As explained in [2], much information the observation of the variable provides. Negen-
however, it is possible to derive Taylor series expansions that enable tropy J for a complex-valued r.v. Y is defined as
the required variates to be calculated to arbitrary accuracy. () H(Ygaus)- H(Y) (5)

2

2.2. Generalized Gaussian pdf where Ygauss is a Gaussian variable which has the same variance a'y
= = . ~~~~~~asY. The entropy of YgUs can be expressed as

Due to its definition as a contour integral, finding maximum likeli-
hood estimates for the parameters of a Meijer G-function must nec- TT = lI cr2 + n ( l (
essarily devolve to a grid search over the parameter space [8]. In- HY~0)-lgo i( o w 6
stead, it may be better to use a simple super-Gaussian pdf whose pa- where w is the dimension of Y. It is well-known that a Gaussian
ramneters can easily be adjust so as to match the pdf of actual speech. variable has the largest entropy amnong all r.v.s of equal variance [1l1,
The generalized Gaussian (GG) pdfis well-known andfinds frequent Thin. 7.4.1]. Due to this fact, negentropy is always non-negative
application in the fields of blind source vepazration (BSS) and m?dc- and zero only if Y is Gaussian. HIence, negentropy is useful as a
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measure of non-Gaussianity. Both negentropy and kurtosis are fre- Substituting (11) and (6) into (5) we can express the negentropy as
quently used in the field of ICA as such measures of deviation from T-1
Gaussianity. Hyvarinen and Oja 5] noted that negentropy was gen- J) lg +n (1+ log 2 ) + logpy(Yt). (12)
erally more robust in the presence of outliers than kurtosis. Hence,
we adopt negentropy as our measure of choice.

We maximize the objective function which is the sum of the negen-
4. BEAMFORMING AND POST-FILTERING tropy and the regularization term. In the absence of a closed-form

solution for the wa maximizing the negentropy (12), we must use a
Consider a subband beamformer in the GSC configuration [3 § 14.5] numerical optimization algorithm. Such an optimization algorithm
with a post-filter. The output of a beamformer for a given subband typically requires gradient infoi-rination.
can be expressed as By substituting (12) into (1 0) and taking the partial derivative on

Y = (Wq - BWa)H , (7) both sides we obtain the gradient
2 T-1

where wq is the quiescent weight vector, B is the blocking matrix, DJ(Y; a) 1 0 1U 1 1 py(Yt) + aWa
Wa is the active weight vector, and X is the input subband snapshot &Wa* lay W + Z py (Yt) aW *
vector.

In keeping with the GSC formalism, wq is chosen to give unity which is sufficient to implement a numerical optimization algorithm
gain in the look direction [3 , 4.145 i.e. to satisfy a distortionless based, for example on the method of conjugate gradients [13 § 1.6].
constraint. The blocking matrix B is chosen to be orthogonal to Wq
such that BH Wq = 0. This orthogonality implies that the distor- 4.2. Estimation of Active Weights under the GG pdf
tionless constraint will be satisfied for any choice o Wa. While the
active weight vector Wa is typically chosen to maximize the signal- Unlike the pdfs that can be expressed as Meijer G-functions the
to-noise ratio (SNR), here we will develop an optimization proce- GG pdf cannot be readily extended from the univariate to the multi-
dure to find that w nmaximizing the negentropy J(Y) in (5) variate. Hence, we use the magnitude ofbeamformer's output as the

In order to calculate negentropy the variance of the output Y r.v. for calculating the entropy. By substituting (3) and (6) into (5),
is needed. Substituting (7) into the definition o; { Y } of we obtain the negentropy
variance, we find J(2lg4 nl lg i)HoY. (32~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~)H

() = log 0cr + n (I + log 27) - HGG(|YJ) (13)
(7y(Wq - BWa) (Wq - BWa), (8) Similarly, by adding the regularization term and taking partial

where Ex is the covariance matrix of X. Maximizing the negen- derivatives on both sides of(13), we can obtain the objective function
tropy criterion yields a weight vector Wa capable of canceling in- OhJ(Y; a) 1 0,7 2 1 O&ivy
terferences including incoherent noise that leaks through the side- W * - + aWa, (14)
lobes without the signal cancellation problems encountered in con- T-
ventional beamforming. With the weight of the Zelinski post-filter O&lyl p [ (3/p) 1 2 pP v P1 alyt1
w, the final output of the beamformer and post-filter combination is OWa* T Fl7(1/p) I LT t J L t OW*

J

Yf=WzY Wz Wq- Wa) X, (9) a0ly I H

where w, is the frequency-dependent of the post-filter [7]. and -2 BHXYt.. g . r . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~O .rr*wa 21 YtI
For the experiments described in Section 5, subband analysis fW* 2Y

and synthesis were performned with unifonr DFT filter banks. For We can imnplement a numerical optimization algorithm with the
each of the analysis and synthesis banks, a single filter prototype equations described above.
was designed and subsequently modulated in order to minimize each
subband aliasing component individually [12]. 4.3 Discussion about the Signal Cancellation Problem

In conventional beamforming a regularization term is often
applied that penalizes large active weights and thereby improves Conventional adaptive beamforming algorithms determine the opti-
robustness by inhibiting the formation of excessively large side- mum weight vector that minimizes the variance of the beamformer's
lobes [3 §14.6]. Such a regularization term can be applied in the output subject to the distortionless constraint. Such a conventional
present instance by defining the modified optimization criterion beamformer would attempt to null out any interfering signal. This,

J(Y; a) = J(Y) + WlWa 112 (1 0) however, can lead to signal cancellation [4] in the case that there is an
interference signal which is coirrelated with the desired signal. In re-

for some real a > 0. For the experiments described in this work we alistic environments interference signals are highly correlated with
a target signal since the target signal is reflected from hard surfaces
such as walls and tables. In contrast to conventional beamformers,

4.1. Estimation of Active Weights under the r pdf the MN beamforming algorithm would attempt not only to eliminate
interference signals but also strengthen those reflections from the de-Hereiwe decribe cessary F f estmtiin the tiv sired source assuming a sound source is statistically independent of

the other sources. Of course, any reflected signal would be delayed
case the differential entropy (4) cannot be expressed in closed forim w
We lmust, therefore replace the exact differential entropy with the manifest itself as a phase shifi in the subband domain, and could thus

empirical differential entropy ~~be removed through a suitable choice of Wa. HEence, the MN beam-
T-1 former offers the possibility of steering both nulls and sidelobes; the

H(Y) =aa-5 {logpy(Y)} -rl E logpy(Yt). (11L) former towards the undesired signal and its reflections, the latter to-
t=O ~~~~~~wardsreflections of the desired signal.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WOR1K
Table 1. Word error rates for each beamforming algorithm after
evei-y decoding pass. In this work we have proposed a novel beamforming algorithm

Beamforming_Pass___WER_ based on maximizing negentropy and demonstrated that the pro-
BAmorimin P ( posed method with the GG pdf assumption provided the best recog-
AgSBrith 1 2 21.5 17.8 nition performance. In future we plan to develop an on-line version
D&S BFw01 3J.9P7 /81 21.5 17.8 of the beamforming algorithm presented here.

D&S BF with PF 79.0 38.1 20.2 16.5
M BF with Gamma pdf 75.6 34.9 19.8 15.8
MNBF withGGpdf 75.1 32.7 16.5 13.2 7 REFERENCES
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